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OBJECTIVES

During the meeting, we will:
Discuss existing modalities of Engagement with the Private Sector (EPS) in the health sector in SDC and partners
‘programmes,
Reflect on the added-values and the limits of EPS in international health cooperation,
Brainstorm on the future of SDC EPS in health.

LOCATION

Kirchgemeindehaus Oekolampad, Allschwilerplatz 22, Basel

OVERVIEW

Wednesday, 18 March 2020
Engagement with the private sector: looking at existing partnership modalities
 08:00 – 16:00: Setting the scene and getting concrete! Sharing SDC and partners’ experiences
 16.00 – 18:00: Visit to the Impact Hub Basel
Thursday, 19 March 2020
 08:00 – 17:00: Changing the perspective! Learning from alternative models.

WEB

Find the latest version of this agenda and other details about this event here.
This is an invitation only conference. RSVP is mandatory.
Agenda as of 28.02.2020
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8:00 – 8:30

Registration

8:30 – 09:15

Welcome

It’s time for pictures! Please arrive early. Your picture and a short statement will be taken to create a Social
Corner with more information about all participants. Meanwhile, help yourself to some morning coffee to start
the day!
Setting the scene: The Keynote speaker will take us through the main topics addressing sustainable development
and the role of the private sector. A partnership modality: The why, The how, The limits
Greg Garrett, Think Well
Get concrete! We will have a close look at two different partnership modalities of EPS in health from SDC
and partners.
09:15 – 10:45 Private Sector Development and pro-poor business models
In this session we will learn from international guests how to leverage the resources and potential of the
private sector itself towards producing health returns for socially vulnerable populations.

09:15 – 12:30
(incl. Coffee
A closer look at
Break 10:45 –
existing experiences
11:15)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Somalia: Caafinet Ltd. (franchised network)
India:, Public Health Foundation of India (role of local businesses and the informal sector)
Bangladesh:, ASTHA/Swisscontact (engaging with private practitioners)
The PSP4H approach in Kenya (path to treatments for working poor)
Tanzania: The Prime vendor model, a public-private partnership, Swiss TPH (innovative
procurement)

11:15 – 12.30 Swiss foundations in health cooperation
Private and non-for-profit foundations play an important role in international health cooperation. This
session will look at Swiss expertise, knowhow and models in the set-up of health cooperation.
Presentations from the Newlands Clinic, the Kantha Bopha Hospitals, and the Botnar foundation.
Panel discussion with representatives from the Ruedi Lüthi Foundation, the Kantha Bopha Foundation, the
Botnar Foundation, the Center for Philanthropy Studies, and WISE.
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch
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New technologies for systemic change & digital governance

A closer look at
14:00 – 15:30 existing experiences
(continued)

This session will be looking at innovative digital solutions initiated by the private sector and research
institutions for better health services. We will discuss the context adaptation, users and patient-centered
approaches, country ownership and sustainability as well as data governance.
Presentation and discussion of three health projects:
1. OpenIMIS Global initiative: health insurance information management system.
2. Burkina Faso: Integrated e-Diagnostic Approach (IeDA), Terre des Hommes Lausanne
3. Tanzania / Rwanda: Dynamic electronic decision trees for managing childhood illness (DYNÂMIC),
Swiss TPH.
4. RigiTech: drone health supply delivery

15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break and Transfer to Evening Location
Let's change perspective!
This visit leads us to a local innovative project in Basel: The Impact Hub. Exchange with Health Start-ups
from Senegal and Ghana.
16:30 – 18:00 Field Visit

Objectives:
- Explore the impact hub modality as a means to foster private sector development and engagement with
the private sector
- The chosen entrepreneurs will briefly introduce their project/product/service and then explain their
needs and what they expect from the IH Basel and Senegal/Ghana
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08.00 – 08.30

Registration

For newcomers on Day 2: Please arrive early. Your picture and a short statement will be taken to create a
Social Corner with more information about all participants. Meanwhile, help yourself to some morning
coffee to start the day!

8:30 – 09:15

Welcome

Keynote speech by
Christian Frutiger, Director Global Cooperation, Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)

9:15 – 10:15

Social Impact
Incentives (SIINC) &
Outcome Funds

How to mobilize private capital for impact.
This session will offer a quick tour through SDC’s portfolio of innovative finance instruments. We will then
look at a concrete example of a Social Impact Incentive project.
Online interview with the Co-Founder and CEO of Clinicas del Azucar, Mexico.

10:15 – 10:45

Coffee Break

10:45 – 12:00

Business sector
partnership: due
diligence and
engagement criteria

12:00 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 14:15

Cooperatives for
health

The UN’s experience in engaging private sector
This session will be looking at the UN experience in building alliances and partnerships with the private
sector, influencing business models, negotiating global prices and leveraging finance.
Inputs from representatives from UNICEF (Private sector fundraising & Partnership) and UNAIDS.

Between the private and the public sectors: Cooperatives as an alternative private actor combining
economic goals with social values
This session will look at the added-value of the cooperative business model and its potential to initiate
partnerships in specific countries/local regions.
Interview and discussion with the International Health Co-operative Organization (IHCO).
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Creating alliances between the academic, research, donors and the private sector for R&D and
access to new medical products

14:15 – 15:45

Teaming-up to
enhance access to
In this session we will learn about strategies, barriers, and existing approaches for greater access to
new medical products medical products. We will be looking at the Products Development Partnership (PDP) model and the
respective roles of all actors for enhancing access.
Discussion with access experts, representatives from MMV, DNDi, FIND, Merck and Novartis.

15:45 – 16:15

Coffee Break

16:15 – 16:30

Closing

With Alex Schulze, Head of the Global Programme Health, SDC.
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